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PSY 101- Chapter 1 Origins of Psychology Matching Exercise

1. An American psychologist who established the first psychology

research laboratory in the United States and founded the Amercian

Psychological Association

A. stimulus

2. Technique used by early psychologists: looking inward in an attempt

ro reconstruct feelings and sensations expereinced immediately after

viewing a stimulus object

B. Wilhelm Wundt

3. He's a British-born psychologist who founded structuralism, the first

school of psychology

C. Francis C. Sumner

4. This school of psychology and theoretical viewpoint emphasizes

each person's unique potential for psychological growth and self-

direction

D. introspection

5. This American psychologist founded the school of behaviorism; an

area that emphsized the study of observable behavior and rejected

the study of mental processes

E. philosophy and physiology

6. This German psychologist established psychology as an

experiemental science and opened the first psychology research

laboratory in 1879

F. Sigmund Freud

7. This is an early psychology field that emphasized studying the

purpose, or function of behavior and mental experiences

G. Edward B. Titchener

8. This American psychologistwas the first Afircan American to receive

a doctoral in psychology in the united States

H. William James

9. The scientific study of behavior and mental processes I. nature-nurture issue

10. The idea that the mind and the body are sepearte entities that

interact to produce sensations, emotions and other conscious

experiences

J. interactive dualism

11. Anything perceptible to the senses, such as a sight, sound, smell,

touch or taste

K. psychology

12. The two disciplines that influenced the emergence of psychology

were:

L. Margaret Floy Washburn

13. Psychoanlysis was founded by M. humanistic psychology
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14. The degree to which heredity ans environment influence the

development of human abilities such as intelligence and personality

N. B.F. Skinner

15. She was the first woman to receive a doctoral in psychology and

conducted research in animal behavior and motor theory development

O. functionalism


